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UNIVERSAL COMPUTING SYSTEMS. PART 1, SIMULATION
OF ANY NORMAL ALGORITHM BY TURING MACHINE.
PART 2, A UNIVERSAL TURING MACHINE TO TRANSLATE
ANY TURING MACHINE TO A NORMAL ALGORITHM.
I.

THE NORMAL ALGORITHM

An algorithm can be intuitively defined as a list of instructions
to carry out some task such that a person who does not understand
the task can complete it. Some examples of algorithms are the
Euclidean Algorithm to find the greatest common divisor of two inte-

gers and the rule for finding the derivative of a polynomial.
While the intuitive definition is a good starting point in the study

of algorithms, it is desirable to give a formal definition to the concept of algorithm.

One approach identifies the concept of algorithm with recursive

functions. A generalized form of Church's Thesis states that there
is an algorithm for computing a function f if and only if

tial recursive (Nelson, 1968). The domain of
N

,

and the range of f is a subset of N,

of Natural Numbers,

m

f

f

is par-

is a subset of

where N is the set

is a Natural Number, and Nm denotes

the Cartesian product NXNX ... X N (m times).
An intuitively more satisfying, although no less rigorous, approach identifies the concept of algorithm with the Turing machine.

While the alphabet of a Turing machine does not necessarily consist
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of natural numbers, it is always possible to arithmetize the Turing
machine (Hermes, 1965). Consequently it is sufficient to discuss
Turing machines which evaluate functions whose domain is a subset

of Nm and whose range is a subset of

N.

Such a function f is

said to be Turing computable if there exists a Turing machine which,
when presented with an element x of the domain of
will stop with the corresponding value

A

f(x)

f

on its tape,

on its tape. An equiva-

lent form of Church's Thesis is as follows. There is an algorithm to
compute a function f

if and only if f

is Turing computable. These

two forms of Church's Thesis are equivalent since the set of partial
recursive functions and the set of Turing computable functions coincide (Hermes, 1965).

A class of problems is said to be unsolvable if no algorithm

exists to solve every problem in the class. It is possible to show in a
very clear and natural way using Turing machines that certain prob-

lems are unsolvable. Some examples of unsolvable problems are the
stopping problem, the printing problem, and the word problem for a
Semi-Thue system,

In proving the unsolvability of these problems use is made of a
Universal Turing machine, which is a Turing machine which can simulate any particular Turing machine. Hence the Universal Turing
machine can carry out any algorithm.
One may also define the concept of algorithm by identifying an
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algorithm with the Normal Algorithm of A. A. Markov. Before giving
the equivalent definition of algorithm we define the Normal Algorithm.
In the following we use mostly the notation in Markov (1961). Given

a nonempty finite set A which is called the alphabet. The elements
of

A are called letters. A word over the alphabet A is the conWe consider the

catenation of a finite number of letters of A.

empty word to be a word and denote the empty word by A.

is also a word over

that the concatenation of two words over A

where X and

If a word W = XY,
X

is said to be a head of

and

W,

are words over

Y
Y

Note

A,

is said to be a tail of

A.

then
W.

It is possible for a word to be its own head or tail since

Whenever W = XY and

W = WA = AW.

a proper head of
tail of

Similarly, if

W.

then

W,

Y

is a proper

W.

If a word W = XYZ,
A,

Y

W, X is said to be

X

then the word

Y

where

X, Y, and

is said to occur in

W.

Z

are words over

Note that the empty

It is also possible for

word enters in every word since W WAA.

a word Y to occur in a given word W more than once. However,
the nonempty word

Y

can occur in

W only a finite number of

times since the length of W is finite. If a word W = XYZ, where
the word

Y

rence of

Y

A

occurs exactly once in

in W is the

Y

following

XY,

X.

then the first occurThe first occurrence

of the empty word in a word is the empty word which is a head of the
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word W.

In everything which follows we assume that the alphabet A

does not contain any of the symbols

II

II

A sub-

or "#".

stitution is a transformation of the first occurrence of a word in a

given word into another word. A substitution is written X

where X and

Y

are words over

either equal the symbol ". "
of the symbol
placing

X

". "

by

Y,

and the symbol

A,

or the empty word

may

"#"

The presence

A.

indicates that the process terminates after reand the substitution is called a terminating sub-

stitution. If the given word Wo = Z1XZ2'

occurrence of the word X in

W0

then, provided the first

follows the word

cation of the substitution converts the word

If the word X occurs in a given word
amenable to Wo;

#Y,

Wo

Wo

to

Z1'

appli-

WI = ZiYZ2.

then the substitution is

otherwise the substitution is unamenable to

W°.

A nonempty list of substitutions which are to be performed in

the order that they are given on the list is called a scheme. If at
least one substitution in a scheme is amenable to a word

W,

we

say that W is amenable to the scheme. Otherwise W is unamenable to the scheme.

A Normal Algorithm NA consists of a finite nonempty alphabet A,

a finite scheme,
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#W '

W

1

1

and a given initial word Wo.

Beginning with

i=1

and

j = 0 it

is determined whether

W.

W3.

If so, the first occur-

rence.of

is replaced by W.',

thereby obtaining the

W.

in

'W

word Wj+1.

If

#=

dex
W.

i

is set equal to

.

the process terminates. If # = A the in1,

does not occur in Wj,

replaced by

i + 1,

occurs in

and the process continues. If the word
and provided i < n,

the index

and the process continues. If

i

is

es not

W.

occur in Wj and i = n it indicates Wj is unamenable to the
scheme of NA.

In this case the algorithm terminates, and is said

to terminate naturally.

If the Normal Algorithm NA transforms the word X into
the word

Y

in one step, i. e.

scheme of NA,

,

using exactly one substitution of the

we write NA : XI Y.

a terminating substitution we write
and
NA :

Y

NA : X

is unamenable to the scheme of
Y.").

If the substitution used is

NA,

If

NA : X F Y

we write

Whenever there exists a sequence of words

over A such that NA:
we write either

' Y.

NA : WCIL-ff WM

or

NA :

Wj

Wirf 1

W0W

1

(j = 0, 1, ...,m- 1)
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m- 1

If W0
NA : W

0

NA : W()

NA : W

0

Wm-1 or

NA :

and NA

Wm-1
.%A.rm

1m

and NA : Wm-1H Wm-1 we write either

or

Whenever

we write either

NA : W

W11--

.

1--` W

The following example will illustrate the Normal Algorithm.
Let A = {a, b, c},

and the scheme be
b

acc

ca

accc

aa

A

cccc

A

Let the initial word W0 = aacb.
NA:

aacacc

Then NA : aacb

aaaccccd- accccc

ac-1 since

ac-1.

It is interesting to note that there exists a Universal Normal
Algorithm, and corresponding to the unsolvable problems using the
Turing machine point of view there are analogous unsolvable prob-

lems in term of the Normal Algorithm (Markov, 1961).
While the Turing machine lends itself to an intuitively more
lucid explanation of unsolvable problems, the Normal Algorithm

would be a very natural approach to the problems of language translation and formalizing mathematical proofs. In fact, a dictonary can

be regarded as the scheme of a Normal Algorithm.
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We now return to the definition of algorithm using the Normal
Algorithm. It is sufficient to consider functions whose domain is a

subset of

and whose range is a subset of

N

N,

since any Nor-

mal Algorithm can be arithmetized (Detlovs, 1958). Such a function

is said to be Markov computable provided that there exists a Nor-

f

x into the word
mal Algorithm which transforms the initial word A
A

f(x),

where

A

x

belongs to the domain of

f.

Another equivalent

form of Church's Thesis is as follows. There exists an algorithm
to compute a function

f

if and only if

f

is Markov computable.

The above definition of algorithm is equivalent to the previous defini-

tions since it has been shown by Detlovs (1958) that the partial recursive functions coincide with the Markov computable functions.

We next turn to the problem of defining equivalence of algo-

rithms. Two algorithms are equivalent if, whenever they are pre-

sented with the same input word, either both algorithms will stop

after a finite number of steps and yield the same output word, or both

algorithms will not stop. A class of algorithms Al
to a class of algorithms

A2

is equivalent

if for every algorithm* in

exists an equivalent algorithm in

A2'

A-1

there

and for every algorithm in

A, there exists an equivalent algorithm in A1.
It can be shown indirectly that the class of Normal Algorithms

is equivalent to the class of Turing machines using the result of
Detlovs (1958) and the coincidence of the Turing computable functions
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with the partial recursive functions. In this paper we present a direct and constructive proof of the equivalence of the class of Normal
Algorithms with the class of Turing machines. Thus the present
proof illuminates the concept of Normal Algorithm as well as the concept of Turing machine.

The Turing machine NAS (Normal Algorithm Simulator), de-

scribed in Chapter II, will simulate any Normal Algorithm, and the
Turing machine NAG (Normal Algorithm Converter), described in
Chapter III, will convert the quintuples of any given Turing machine
into the scheme of an equivalent Normal Algorithm. Note that it is
possible for NAS to operate on the output of NAG, Any Normal Algo-

rithm can be simulated by NAS, and any Turing machine is equivalent
to the Normal Algorithm simulated by NAS operating on NAG operat-

ing on the quintuples and input tape of that Turing machine. There-

fore the class of Normal Algorithms is equivalent to the class of Turing machines.

It should be noted that the Turing machines NAS and NAG are
not unique.

Using either a different encoding or a different strategy,

or both, from those used in this paper would lead to different Turing
machines which would accomplish the tasks of NAS and NAG.

Note that NAS simulates the operation of any Normal Algorithm.
If NAG operates on the quintuples and input tape of NAS, the output of

NAG is a Normal Algorithm which is equivalent to the original Normal
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Algorithm, and hence a Universal Normal Algorithm. Therefore the

universality of some Normal Algorithm is established.
Since NAS and NAG operate on any Normal Algorithm and any

Turing machine, respectively, including the Universal Normal Algo-

rithm and the Universal Turing machine, they are universal computing systems.
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II.

DESCRIPTION OF NAS

Introduction
The Turing machines NAS (Normal Algorithm Simulator) and

NAC (Normal Algorithm Converter) were simulated on the Control
Data Corporation 3300 computer using the TASP (Turing Automaton
Simulation Program) of McCune [1968]. This program was in turn

based on the TASP for the Scientific Data Systems 920 computer developed by Coffin, Goheen, and Stahl (1963).

Any Turing machine simulated by TASP must begin at the left

end of the information part of the tape in state 1. The information

part of the tape is the smallest section of tape such that the remainder of the tape contains only the space of the Turing machine. If the

Turing machine being simulated stops, TASP prints out the parts of
the tape bounded on the left by the symbol ", "
the symbol

". ",

and on the right by

except when a linked run is desired. A linked run

occurs when more than one Turing machine operates on the tape in

sequence. The number of the first Turing machine is read in by
cards. Whenever a Turing machine stops with the word :xyz0 on
the tape, and the symbol

":"

occurs exactly once on the tape, the

Turing machine whose number is xyz operates on the tape next.
When a Turing machine stops and the symbol

":"

does not appear

on the tape TASP prints out a message to this effect, and goes on to
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the next part of the program. When the linked run is used the information part of the tape is printed out whenever a particular Turing
machine stops.
The Operation of NAS

In simulating the operation of any Normal Algorithm the follow-

ing encoding will be employed. A letter of the alphabet A is encoded as the symbol

"1"

occurrences of the symbol

followed by a nonzero finite number of

This word is called an encoded

"0".

letter. In the following the elements of the alphabet A will be

called letters, and the letters which are used in the encoded letter
will be called symbols. Thus if
1

a

E

A and

a

is encoded as 1000,

and 0 are called symbols.
Any finite nonernpty word W over the alphabet A is en-

coded by concatenating the encoded letters in the order given by the

word W.

The empty word is encoded directly as the empty word.

The word obtained by encoding the word W is called the encoded
word

W.

nonterminating substitution

W.
1

WA
1

is encoded as the en2

coded word W. followed by an occurrence of the symbol
followed by the encoded word W,'
of the symbol

"2".

followed by another occurrence

A terminating substitution

W.

W.'

is

encoded in the same way as the nonterminating substitution, except
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that the encoded word
bol

is followed by an occurrence of the s yrn -

W.

The result of encoding the substitution

"4".

is
W.1

called an encoded substitution.

The format of the tape of the Turing Machine NAS is as follows.
The symbol

", "

is followed by the encoded substitutions in the or-

der given by the Normal Algorithm to be simulated. The symbol
II 7 II

replaces the first occurrence of the symbol

ed word

W1'

provided

A.

in the encod-

If the last encoded substitution

W1

is a nonterminating substitution the symbol
instead of the symbol

word

"1"

"2".

11311

follows the encoded

If the last encoded substitu-

Wla'

tion is a terminating substitution the symbol
right of the symbol

11411

appears to the

"3"

on the tape. The encoded word W0,

where W0 is the initial word of the Normal Algorithm, appears to
the right of the symbol
occurrence of the symbol
W

0

W°.

A.

The symbol

The symbols

II,

The symbol

73".
111"
II

II

115"

replaces the first

in the encoded word

W°,

provided

appears to the right of the encoded word

and

were selected because the TASP

program prints out the part of the tape bounded on the left by the
symbol
115"

and

",

It

117"

and on the right by the symbol

". "

.

The symbols

are used as markers and will be explained in the

sequel.

The following example illustrates the input tape of NAS. Con-

sider the Normal Algorithm given in Chapter I. The encoded letter a
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is 10, the encoded letter

b

is 100, and the encoded letter

The initial word W0= aacb.

1000.

The encoded word

c

is

aacb

is

The input tape to NAS is , 7 00210100010002100010

10101000100.

210100010001000210102210001000100010002350101000100.

This Normal Algorithm was simulated by NAS. The output, which is

the part of the tape to the right of the symbol
the symbol

". "

was 101000,

,

"3"

and to the left of

which is the encoded word ac.

In describing the operation of NAS the following convention will

be employed. Whenever a particular state
move right (left) until one of the

n

q

symbols

found, we write "the function of state q

of NAS is used to

iv 2,

. .

, in

is

is2... in (SLili2... in)".

A mode is a set of states in a Turing machine to carry out some
task. This concept is in no way essential to the operation of the Tur-

ing machine, but is introduced solely to clarify the explanation of the
operation of the Turing machine.

The modes of operation of NAS are: Comparison, Replacement,

Contraction, Expansion, Advancement, Cleanup, and Termination.
The Comparison mode consists of states 1-16 inclusively and
states 62-66 inclusively. The objective of this mode is to decide
whether the encoded word

encoded word W

,

W.

where W

of a given substitution occurs in the
is the result of applying the Normal

Algorithm to be simulated to the initial word W0 m times. The
symbol

"7"

marks the beginning of the encoded letter being
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compared in the encoded word

Wi,

and the symbol

"5" marks

the beginning of the encoded word in Wm being compared to W..
The Turing machine NAS begins in state 1 over the cell at the

left end of the information part of the tape, which contains either the
symbol

"0"

or the symbol

",

,

depending on whether or not NAS

is operating on a tape following NAC. In either case the symbol

round in state 1 is converted to 8, and the next state is 66 with a move
right. If either 2 or 7 is found in state 66, indicating that NAS is not
operating after NAG, NAS moves left. The 8 found is converted to
the symbol

n, "

,

and the next state is 62 with a move right. If 0

is found in state 66, indicating that NAS is operating following NAC,

the next state is 62 with a move right. The function of state 62 is
If 2 is found in state 62 it indicates W1 =

SR27Q.

A.

In this case

the next state is 58, a state in the Expansion mode. The encoded
word W1'
W

is subsequently inserted to the left of the encoded word

The details of this case will become clear in the sequel. If

.

Q is found in state 62, which is the case when NAS operates on a tape

following NAG, the next state is 63, and Q is replaced by the symbol

VII

IV
°

Following operation by NAG the encoded substitutions and

encoded initial word W0 are bounded on the left by

Q,

and on the

right by R. States 62, 63, 64, and 65 are employed to convert

and R to the symbols
marker

OB

and

respectively and to place the

immediately to the right of the symbol ", "

.

The
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function of state 63 is SRR. The
bol

". "

R

found is converted to the sym-

and the next state is 64, whose function is SL,

,

finding the symbol

", "

.

Upon

the next state is 65 with a move right. If 1

is found in state 65 the next state is 2, and 1 is converted to 7. If 2
is found in state 65, indicating W1 =
the encoded word
word Wo.

W11

A,

the next state is 58, and

is inserted to the left of the encoded initial

The function of state 2 is SR 012. Upon finding 0 in state

2 the next state is 3, and 0 is converted to 6. The function of state 3
Upon finding 5 the next state is 4. The function of state 4

is SR. 5.

is SR. 01. If 0 is found in state 4, the next state is 5, and 0 is con-

verted to 6. The function of state 5 is SL7. Upon finding 7 the next

state is 2, and the process continues. Whenever the symbol ". " is
found in state 3, indicating that Wm = A,

the next state is 53, a

state in the Advancement mode.

The encoded letters are compared until it is ascertained whether they are equal. Two encoded letters are equal if and only if they
have the same number of occurrences of the symbol

"0".

If 1 is

found in state 4 it indicates that the encoded letters are unequal. The
next state is 6. The function of state 6 is SL03. In state 6, the symbols n5n

and

116"

are replaced by the symbols

II I I!

and

"0"

respectively. Upon finding 0 or 3 NAS moves to the right where 1 is
found.

Upon finding 1 the next state is 7, whose function is SR. 1. If

1 is found in state 7 the next state is 8 and 1 is converted to 5. Hence
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the marker has been moved to the next encoded letter. The function
of state 8 is SL6. The 6 found is a symbol in the word W. being

compared. The 6 is converted to 0, and the next state is 9 whose
function is SL, 24. In state 9 the symbols

verted to the symbols
the symbols
encoded word

tf

IV

W.

19 2 If

and

fg 0

or

tl 4

"1"

"6"

and

"7"

are con-

respectively. Finding any of

indicates that the beginning of the

is one cell to the right. Upon finding any of these

symbols NAS moves to the right. The 1 found is converted to 7, and

the next state is 2.
Whenever either of the symbols

II 1

or

"2"

is found in

state 2 it marks the end of an encoded letter in the encoded word W..
It is then determined whether the encoded letter in the encoded word

Wm has more occurrences of the symbol
ing encoded letter in the encoded word

Wi.

"0"

than the correspond-

Upon finding 1 in state

2 the next state is 10. The function of state 10 is SR5. Upon finding
5 the next state is 11, whose function is SR.01. If 0 is found in state

11 it indicates that the encoded letters are unequal. The next state

is 6, and the previously described operation is carried out. If 1 is
found in state 11 it indicates that the encoded letters are equal, and
the next encoded letters are to be compared. The 1 found in state 11

is converted to 7, and the next state is 12. This 7 is used to mark
the right end of the encoded word Wi;

if the last encoded letter of

the encoded word W. has not yet been compared this 7 is converted
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to 5 in state 4. The function of state 12 is SL7. Upon finding 7 the
next state is 13, whose function is SR12. If 1 is found in state 13,

1

is converted to 7, and the next state is 2. If 2 is found in state 13 it
indicates that the encoded words being compared are equal.
the encoded word

W.

1

occurs in the encoded word W

.

necessary to replace this occurrence of the encoded word
encoded word W

by the encoded word W.'.
1

Hence

It is then
W.

in the

Upon finding 2 in

state 13 the next state is 14 with a move right. If 1 is found in state

1 is replaced by 7 and the next state is 17, a state in the Replace-

ment mode..This
14,

7 is used to mark the encoded word W.'

the symbols

that the word

"2"

,

713"

A.

W.'
1

,

or "4"

If any of

is found in state 14 it indicates

In this case the next state is 23, a state in

the Contraction mode. The first occurrence of the encoded word
in the encoded word W

W.

1

is subsequently replaced by the empty

word A.

If the symbol
encoded word

W.

coded word W.
encoded word W

1

". "

is found in state 11 it indicates either the

occurs in the encoded word W

,

or the en-

has a greater number of symbols than the tail of the
to which it is being compared. If the symbol

is found in state 11 the next state is 15, whose function is SL7.
Upon finding 7 the next state is 16, whose function is SR12. If 2 is

found in state 16 the next state is 14. If 1 is found in state 16 the next
state is 56, a state in the Advancement mode.
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Whenever the symbol

has a greater number of symbols than the tail

the encoded word W.

of the encoded word Wm,
not occur in
word

where

is found in state 4 it indicates that

". "

and hence the encoded word

does

W.

In this case it is decided whether the encoded

W

occurs in the encoded word W
1+
W1
.

,

provided

i < n,

is the number of substitutions in the scheme of the Normal

n

Algorithm being simulated. Advancing from the encoded word
to the encoded word

is carried out in the Advancement mode.

W,

1+1

Whenever the symbol

W.

". "

is found in state 4 the next state is 52,

a state in the Advancement mode.

The Replacement mode consists of states 17-22 inclusively.

The objective of this mode is to replace the first occurrence of the

in Wm by W.

word W.

Recall that the first symbol in the

cursencoded word W.'1

word

is 7, and the first occurrence of the encoded

in the encoded word W

W.

contains only the symbols

"5", "6", and "7", where each occurrence of 1 and 0 in the encoded
has been converted to 5 and 6 respectively, and the 7 oc-

word W.

the encoded word W

.

NAS begins in state 17 over the cell, con-

taining 0, to the right of the 7 which marks the beginning of the encoded word

W.'
1

in the

ith encoded substitution of the Normal

Algorithm being simulated by NAS. The function of state 17 is
SR 01234.

Whenever 0 is found the next state is 18, and 0 is converted
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The function of state 18 is SR5. Upon finding 5 the next state
is 19, whose function is SR. 567. Whenever either 5 or 6 is found it

is converted to 0, and the next state is 20. The function of state 20
is SL7. Upon finding 7 the next state is 17, and the process continues.

If 1 is found in state 17 the next state is 21, and 1 is converted
The function of state 21 is SR5. Upon finding 5 the next state
whose function is SR. 567. The 5 or 6 found in state 22 is con-

verted to 5, and the next state is 20.
Whenever either 2, 3, or 4 is found in state 17 the next state

a state in the Contraction mode. This indicates that the word

has been inserted in the correct place, and that there may be

W.

nd

some

the tail

of the encoded word W

Y

= XW.Y

,W

.

That is, before replacement

and after replacement Wm

=XWi'MY,

where M

is a word consisting of the marker symbols. It is necessar to transf

this word into XW.tY

=orm

Wm.

This is the objective of the

Contraction mode.

The Contraction mode consists of states 23-31 inclusively. Re-

call that the word M is bounded on the right by the symbol

"7",

NAS is in state 23 over the cell to the right of the encoded word Wit.
The function of state 23 is SR. 5.

Upon finding 5 the next state is 24,

whose function is SR. 567. If either of the symbols

II7 II

or

II.

II

is

found in state 24 it indicates that no contraction is necessary because
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the encoded words

W.

1

and

W.°

had the same number of symbols.

1

In this case the next state is 32, a state in the Cleanup mode. Whenever either 5 or 6 is found in state 24, the symbol found is converted
to

and the next state is 25. The function of state 25 is SR. 017.

6,

In state 25, 5 is converted to 6. Whenever 0 is found in state 25 the
next state is 26, and 0 is converted to 6. The function of state 26 is
SL01.

Upon finding either 0 or 1 the next state is 27 with a move

right. The 6 found in state 27 is converted to 0, and the next state is

When either 1 or 7 is found in state 25 the next state is 28, and

25.

the 1 or 7 found is converted to 6. The function of state 28 is SL05.

If 0 is found in state 28 the next state is 29 with a move right. In

state 29 the 6 found is converted to 1, and the next state is 25. If 5

the next state is

is found in state 28, which occurs when W.'1 = A,

25, and 5 is converted to 1. When the symbol

25, indicating that the tail

Y

TV

II

is found in state

has been moved to the left so that it is

adjacent to the encoded word W.',
1

the next state is 30, and

.

is replaced by 6. The function of state 30 is SL05. Whenever 0 is
found in state 30 the next state is 31 with a move right.

in state 31 is converted to

The 6 found

and the next state is 32, a state in

the Cleanup mode. If 5 is found in state 30, which occurs when
W

= W.

to

.

and

W.' = A,

the next state is 32 and 5 is converted

In the event that the encoded word

Wi'

has a greater number

2.1

of symbols than the encoded word Wi,

the tail Y of Wm = XWiY

is moved to the right five cells in the Expansion mode. Symbols of
the encoded word W.'

are inserted in these cells in the Replace-

ment mode, and the Expansion mode is used as many times as nec-

essary to insert the encoded word W

after the word

X.

Then,

if necessary, the Contraction mode is used to obtain the encoded
word Wm+1 =.XW.'Y

Whenever 7 is found in either of the states 19 or 22 of the Re-

has a great-

placement mode it indicates that the encoded word

W.'

er number of symbols than the encoded word W..

Recall that 7 was

placed after the end of the word W.

occurring in W

.

If 7 is

found in state 19, the next state is 36, and 7 is converted to 0. If 7

is found in state 22, the next state is 36, and 7 is converted to 1.
The Expansion mode consists of states 36-40 and 42-50 inclusive. In this mode the right end of the tail

bol,

Y,

marked by the sym-

is found and moved to the right five cells. Starting from

the right, each symbol of the tail

Y

is moved to the right 5 cells.

Due to the encoding requirement that each encoded letter must

have at least one occurrence of the symbol

"0",

NAS is over a cell

containing 0 in state 36 at the beginning of the Expansion mode. This

0 is converted to 7 and the next state is 37. This 7 marks the end of

the part of

Wi'

copied in the Replacement mode. The function of

state 37 is SR6. The symbol

It.

found in state 37 is converted to
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the symbol

Upon finding 6 in state 37 the next state is 38.

"6".

States 38, 39, 40, and 42 are used to move the symbol ". " five
cells to the right. In state 42 the symbol
symbol

"6"

The tail

". "

is converted to the

and the next state is 43.
Y

is now moved five spaces to the right. The func-

tion of state 43 is SL017. Upon finding 0 in state 43 the next state is

44, and 0 is converted to 6. The function of state 44 is SR. 01. Upon
finding any of the symbols

11 0 11

19 1 II

or ". " in state 44, the next

state is 45 with a move left. In state 45 the 6 found is converted to 0,
and the next state is 43. Whenever 1 is found in state 43 the next

state is 46, and 1 is converted to 6. The function of state 46 is SRO;
upon finding 0 the next state is 47 with a move left.

The 6 found in

state 47 is converted to 1 and the next state is 43. When 7 is found in
state 43 it indicates that the Expansion process is almost completed.
The 7 found is converted to 6, and the next state is 48, whose function
is SR. 01.

Whenever either 0 or 1 is found in state 48 the next state

is 49 with a move left. The 6 found in state 49 is converted to 0, and

the next state if 50 with a move left. The 6 found in state 50 is con-

verted to 7, and the next state is 20, a state in the Replacement mode.
If the symbol
and the symbol

".

". "
°'

is found in state 19, the next state is 36,

is converted to the symbol

"0".

In state 36

the 6 found is converted to 7, and the next state is 37. The symbol
". "

is placed five cells to the right as previously described. In state
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43 the 7 found is converted to 6, and the next state is 48. In state 48
the symbol

".

is found, and the next state is 20, a state in the

Replacement mode.

After the encoded word
word

W.'

and the tail

W.

has been replaced by the encoded

placed next to the encoded word W,',

Y

thereby obtaining the encoded word Wm+1

it is necessary to con-

vert every occurrence of 6 and 7 to occurrences of 0 and 1 respec-

tively, and place the markers
words

W1

and W m+1

"7" and "5" at the beginning of the

respectively, provided that neither of

these words is the empty word

If the

A.

ith

substitution was a

terminating substitution then transition is made to the Terminating

mode. These tasks are the objective of the Cleanup mode.
At the beginning of the Cleanup mode recall that all of the encoded words

W1 ,W2 ,

the substitution symbols

,

W.

in the encoded substitutions contain

"6" and

II7

The Cleanup mode consists of states 32-36 inclusively and 62.
NAS begins in state 32 over the cell to the right of the encoded word
W.'

in the encoded word Wm+1.

The function of state 32 is SL37.

Upon finding 3 the next state is 33 with a move right. If 1 is found it

is converted to 5 with a move left. Upon finding 3 in state 33 the
next state is 32 with a move left. If the symbol

state 33, indicating that Wm+1

= A,

II

U

is found in

the next state is 33 with a

move left. In state 32, 6 is converted to 0. Upon finding 7 the next
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state is 34, whose function is SR 234. If 2 is found in state 34 the

next state is 36 with a move right. If 4 is found in state 36, indicating that the

ith

substitution was of the form

A,

W.

the next

state is 41, a state in the Terminating mode. Whenever either 1,

2,

or 3 is found in state 36 the next state is 35. If 3 is found in state

34 the next state is 35. Whenever 4 is found in state 34, indicating
that the

ith

substitution was a terminating substitution, the next

state is 41. The function of state 35 is SL,

.

In state 35, 6 and 7

are converted to 0 and 1 respectively. Upon finding the symbol

", "

in state 35 the next state is 62 with a move right. If 1 is found in
state 62 the next state is 2 and 1 is converted to 7. Thus the markers
are in place and NAS continues the simulation. If 2 is found in state

the next state is 58, and the encoded word

62, indicating W1 = A,
W1'

is subsequently inserted to the left of the encoded word Wm+1
Whenever it is found that the word

word W

W.
1

does not occur in the

it is necessary to advance to the next substitution, if

there is one, of the Normal Algorithm being simulated.
If the symbol

".

It

is found in either of states 4 or 7, or 1 is

found in state 16 it indicates that the encoded word W.1

cur in the encoded word W

.

does not oc-

Whenever either the symbol

is found in either state 4 or state 7, or the symbol
state 16, it indicates that the encoded word

W.

"1"

It

II

is found in

has a greater num-

ber of symbols than the tail of Wm which is being compared to W.
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In the first case the next state is 52, and in the second case the next
state is 56. Both are states in the Advancement mode.
The Advancement mode consists of states 52-60 inclusively.

Recall that when transfer is made to state 56 NAS is over a cell containing a symbol of the encoded word W..
is SR.

Upon finding the symbol

.

IT

The function of state 56

the next state is 52. The

function of state 52 is SL37. Recall that when transfer is made to

state 52 NAS is over the cell containing the symbol
52,

". "

.

In state

5 and 6 are converted to 1 and 0 respectively. Upon finding 3 in

state 52 the next state is 53 with a move right. The 1 found in state
53 is converted to 5 with a move left. Upon finding 3 the next state
is 52. Thus the marker 5 is placed at the beginning of the encoded

word W

Upon finding 7 in state 52 the next state is 54. Recall

that this 7 occurs in the encoded word W..
1

is SR2.

Upon finding in state 54 the 2 which occurs at the end of the

encoded word
SR234.

The function of state 54

W.,

the next state is 55. The function of state 55 is

If 3 is found in state 55 it indicates that the last encoded sub-

stitution in the simulated Normal Algorithm is unamenable to the en-

coded word Wm.

In this case NAS will stop in the Terminating

mode. The next state is 41, a state in the Terminating mode. When-

ever either 2 or 4 is found in state 55 the next state is 57 with a move
right. If 1 is found in state 57 it is converted to 7, and the next state

is 2, a state in the Comparison mode. Hence the marker 7 is placed
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at the beginning of the encoded word Wi+1. If 2 is found in state
57 indicating that Wi+1 = A, the next state is 58. In this case the
encoded word

is inserted before the encoded word Wm.

W.

The 1 found in state 58 is converted to 7, and the next state is 59.
This 7 is a marker used in the Replacement mode. The function of
state 59 is SR3. Upon finding 3 the next state is 60. The function of

state 60 is SR.O. The 0 found, which is located to the right of and
adjacent to the symbol

is converted to 7, and the next state

"5",

is 37, a state in the Expansion mode. If the symbol

It

in state 60, indicating Wm = A,

is converted to

the symbol

511

the symbol

It

II

is found

It

with a move right. Upon finding 6 the next state

is 37, a state in the Expansion mode. The encoded word Wm is
then moved right 5 cells as many times as necessary until the word
W.

1+1

has been inserted.

If 1 is found in state 16 it indicates that the encoded word W.1
has a greater number of symbols than the tail of the encoded word
Wm

which is being compared to W.

56, whose function is SR.

.

In this case the next state is

Upon finding the symbol

II.

II

the next

state is 52. The subsequent operation of NAS is as previously described.

The Termination mode consists of states 41 and 51. The func-

tion of state 41 is SL,

.

In state 41, 6 and 7 are converted to 0 and 1

respectively. The symbol

",

11

is converted to 0 and the next state
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is 51. The function of state 51 is SR 5. Recall that the 5 found ap-

pears to the right of 3. In state 51, 3 is converted to the symbol
11

,

17

The 5 found in state 51 is converted to 1 with a place move,

and upon finding 1 in state 51 NAS stops. As previously mentioned,

TASP prints out the part of the Turing Tape bounded on the left by the
symbol

II,

If

encoded word

and on the right by the symbol
W

,

". "

.

Hence only the

and not the encoded substitutions of the Nor-

mal Algorithm being simulated, is printed out. If it is desired to
print out the encoded substitutions in addition to the encoded word

Wm it is sufficient merely to convert the quintuples 41, 51 R 0 and
51 3 51 R, to 41, 51 R, and 51 3 51 R3.

In order to illuminate the flow of the NAS program and further
clarify the operation of NAS the Operator Programming technique developed by Kitov and Krinitsky (1959) is employed. The following

operators are defined to describe the operation of a Turing machine.
In the following definitions

i

and

j

are letters of the alphabet of

the Turing machine.
B : Begin

L : Search left on the tape of the Turing machine.

L. : Search left on the tape of the Turing machine for i, but
do not change i.
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L.. : Search left on the tape of the Turing machine for

i,

and

replace the i found by j.
R : Search right on the tape of the Turing machine.
:

Search right on the tape of the Turing machine for i, but
do not change i.

Search right on the tape of the Turing machine for i, and
R..
ii :
replace the i found by j.

F. : The symbol "i" is found on the tape of the Turing machine
and is not changed.

F.. : The symbol "i" is found on the tape of the Turing machine
and is changed to the symbol "j".
S : Stop.

As described in the above reference, the operators are written

in the order that they are in control. An F-operator is an operator

of the type

F.

or

operator of the type

An L-operator (R-operator) is an

F,..
13
L,

L.
t

or

L.. (R, R., or

12...).
1.3

The F-

operators are logical operators whose condition is either satisfied or
not.

If more than one F-operator follows either an L- or R-operator,

transfer of control is made to the F-operator whose condition is sat-

isfied first. The Operator Program of NAS is shown in Figure 1.
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BF

FFL;
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A.A 317 15i3t2
12 31/1/ 17FFR
2 3 17R 3
I

F

;

F R;
111,6

1

Figure 1

The operator program of NAS. For complete
description, refer to the quintuple list in
Figure 2.
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(001901 (0660,81

(001,0 (0660,81

(0100) (0100,31
(01001 (0100,41

[019,0 (0360,01

(031,61 (0320,0

102001 [0209101

103201 [032,1,0]

(043,1] 1046001
(043,61 (0430,6)

(00701 (0030961

(010,51 (0110,51

(020911 (0200,11

(032,11 (0320,11

(043.7) (0480.61

(0020] (01008,1)

(011,0] [0060101

(02001 (02091,21

[03201 (032,101

(04401 (045.1,0]

(00201 (010,5,2)

(011917 (0120,71

1020.31 10200037

(03201 1033,8,31

(044,1] [045,L111

(002967 (002,R0]

(011,51 (0110,51

(02001 (020.1041

1032,41 (032,10)

(044,61 (0440,5)

(002.71 too?0,71

(011,61 (011001

(020,51 (0200,57

(03201 (032.1,11

(044,0 (045.1,0

(003,01 (0030,0]
(003,11 (003.8,1]
[00307 (003,8,21
(00101 (003,8,3]
(001,41 ton10,4]

(011,0 (015019.7

(020961 102001,6]

(032,61 (032,101

(045,67 (043,101

[01201 (0120,01

(032071 (03400)

(046,01 (047,10/

(033,11 10330,57
[033,37 10320101

(0460] 10470,11
(046,61 (0460,6)

(033,0 (0330,0

(046.0 (0470,0

(001,51 10040,51

(012,41 (0120,4]

(03401 (034001

(047,61 (043,1,11

(001,.] (0531.1..1

(012.57 (012.1.5)

(02001 (017001
(021.01 (021001
(02101 (0210,11
(0210] (021001
102101 (021001
(02101 [02100]

(034,)1 10340.11

(04807 (0490101

(00401 (005,1,61

(012,61 (0120-07

(021,57 (0220,11

(004,1) (006,1,11

(012.71 (013001

(022,01 10220907

(034.27 (036001
(03401 (035.1.31

(048.61 (0480.6)
(048,17 (049,1,1)

(00401 (0040,51

1013.1] (00200)

(022951 020,1,51

(034,41 1041,047

(248") (020,1,.)

(004.61 10040,61

101307 (0140,71

(02207 (0200,5)

(049,61 (050,1.01

(00401 (00400/

101301 (013001

(022977 (036001

[004,0 (0570,0

1014.11 10170,77

(0050/ cons.L.01

(014921 (0230.21

(035941 (035,1,4]

(00501 1005,L, 11

(014,3] 1023001

(022,0 (0360,51
(023,0] (023001
(023,1] (0230,11

(03501 (0350,01
(035,11 (0350,1/
(03501 (0350,21
1035,61 (0350,01

(051,11 (0510,1/
(051,2) (051001

(0050] (005.10]

1014.41 10230.41

102301 (0230,27

(035,71 [0350,17

(051,3] [0510,0

(00501 (005.1.31

[015.11 101511.11

(02301 (023001

(051,41 1051001

(005.41 (0050,41

(01501 10159101

(023.41 (0230.41

[035,0 ]06501,1
(03601 (037001

(005,51 (005,1951

101501 10150-01

(0230] (0240,51

(036.11 10350,11

(051961 [051.8,5]

(005,61 (0050,61

(015.1] 1015,10]

(023,61 10230,61

(036,27 (035.1921

(051,73 (0510,71

(005,7] 10020,71

(015.41 (0150,41

(024,01 (0240,01

(061.0 STOP

(00601 (00609,01

101501 (015,10]

(00601 (0060,31

1015.61 (0150,61

(0240) (025016]
(0240] [025001

(03607 (0350,3]
(136,4] (041,10)
1036,6/ (037001

(006.51 (0060,11

1024.71 (032.1,11

(036,0 (0370,7]

(052,1) (052,107

(024.0 (0320,0

(03701 (0370807

[02501 (0260,61
(025,11 (0280,61

(037,11 (0370,11

[0520/ (05291,21
(052,31 (0530,3]

(037,67 (03800/

(05201 (0520,41

(0250] (0250,61

(037,0 (03703.61
(038.6] 10390.61

(052,51 (052.10)

(008,03 ton4.L.,03

(015.71 (0160,7]
(016,]] 10560,11
(01601 (0140,21
(016,61 [0160,6]
(017,0) 10180,61
(01701 1021001
(017,47 (023001

(752,7] (05408171

(008,11 (008,L,11

(017,27 CO230,27

(025,0 1030,1,61

(0390] (040001
(040,61 (04200]

(008,21 (008.L,21

(017.31 (02300)

(026,01 (027001

104101 (041,1,0)

(053,31 (052,1,33

(008.31 (008.10)

(017961 10170,67

(026,1) [02700]

1054,01 (0540,0]

(008941 (0080-941

(0150/ (0180,0)

(026.61 (0260,67

(008961 (0°9,1..0]

(027967 [025001
(02801 (0290,01

(00901 (00991,01

[018.1] (0180,11
(01801 (018,801
(01807 [0180,3]
(018,41 (0180,4)

[141,1] (0410,11
104101 (0410,27
(041,31 (0410,31

(0090] (0090_917

(009.0 (009,8,0

(006.6) (00691,01

(006,17 (00700]
(007,0] (00704,01
(007,11 (008,195)

(0079,) (052,1,0

m9,13 (0070,71
toogal (005,8,2)

(010,01 (01098,07

(010,7] (0100,1]
C010,21 (0100,21

(012,11 1012,1,11

(01201 10120,21
(012,3] (0120107

[02501 1025.8967

(025971 (0280,61

[051,51 (051,1,1)

(051,.1 STOP

(052,0] (052,10)

(052.61 (052,101
(053,1] (053,1,51

(054,11 (054,8,11

[0410] (0410,61

1055.23 (0570921

(018,5) (01900/

(0290/ 10250,11

(041,77 [041,101

(055,31 (041,10]

(01901 (0190,01
(0190) 10200,07

[030,01 [03100]

(0419,1 (051001
1041,
(0410,61
(042,61 (0430,0
(04301 (044007

Figure 2.

(030,5] [03201,0

(0300] [0300,6]

The quintuples of NAP.

tor,,R,$)

(056..7 I252oLe.]
[057.2] 1055.0,27
(057,1] 1002.9,7]

(0570] 1041,L,,)
(058.17 10560701

(059,0] 10590,01

(259,0,]]
(0580) (059,0,2)
(059913

106901 (060.0,31
1059,4] 10590,41
(060,07 1017001

(06001 C0rs0,0,61
(06001 [017,0,6]
(060,.1 [0firl,0,97
[062,01 1067,11,9]

(062.)] (02.R,Al

(06202 10S5,0,27

1062,51 (047,0,]
1062,71 1°02,0,7)

(062,8] 1067.11,01

106207 [063,51.]
(063,07 106195,0)
[063.1] 1063,8,11

(06301 [063,001
(063,31 1063,P0.1
(063,41 047 P ,41
Of,1,5,5

[0630]

(061,7] (063.0,71
10630] (044,L,./

10640141

(04107 10410,51

101901 (0200,01
(019.71 (0360,01

C1156,0,47

(056.61 1065118,61
(056,71 (0560,11

(051,0) (0510901

(028,61 1028,1.6]

1

CO5607

(064,01 1064,0)407
(06401 1054,L, 1]
(064.21 (064.L .2l

(028,51 10250,11

1030,11 (032,190

(056,4]

(050,6] (0204,77

(054,2) (0550,21
(0550) 10550,07
(0550] 10550,11

1041,41 (0410,41

(05601 (0860,31

(055,4] 10570,41
(056101 (0560,01

(056,17 (05600/
(156,2) 1056001

(06401
[06407
[06407
(06401

[054.4,3]

10640,51

t054.L,7]

[064.0 10650,0
(065,11 [002007
(0650] 10580,27
1066.01 1062007
(06607 (066.10)
(066,77 10660,7]
106601 1062,8,0
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Simulation by NAS

The Normal Algorithm

D which doubles any word in the

sense that D WF-0WW was simulated by NAS. This algorithm is
found in Markov (1961). This algorithm can be used for an alphabet
B

containing a finite number of letters. For this example the

alphabet

B

{,n} was selected. The alphabet

sists of substitution letters. The alphabet of
The initial word W0

is over the alphabet

is
1-1P

1-10

Act
111311a

P

y

A
A

A

Let the initial word

D:

a
-1/11)(11 a

a

Then

Wo

P

Y

U3T113110-

cLrl

a

D

B.

C = {a, p, v}

con-

is A = B ...) C.

The scheme of

D
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The encoding used to simulate

D was
= 10

= 100
a = 1 000
13 = 1 0000

y = 100000

The input tape to NAS was
,

701001000021001 00001 021001 01 00002101 000010021 000
1 021 0100001 01 0002100010021001 00001 001 00021 000021 00000

21 0000022100024210003501 00. 66666666666666666666

The output was 501 00101 00, where

replacing

"1".

H

is a substitution symbol

As mentioned previously, the encoded scheme

appearing on the tape is not printed out by NAS. NAS prints out only
the encoded word which appears to the right of the symbol

"3",
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III.

DESCRIPTION OF NAG

The Operation of NAG

The purpose of the Turing machine NAG (Normal Algorithm

Converter) is to convert the quintuples and initial configuration of any

Turing machine into an equivalent Normal Algorithm. A configura-

tion of a Turing machine is a state

a cell

q,

n,

and the tape ex-

pression. An initial configuration is a configuration in which q = go
and

n=n

the cell

0'

no.

where the Turing machine starts in state qo over
A tape is a function

f

AT,

I

where

I

is the set

of integers and AT is the Alphabet of the Turing machine, such
that f(i) = b for all but a finite number of i E I, where b is the
space of the Turing machine. The tape expression is the smallest
word which can be written f(i)f(i+1)... f(i+k)
j<i

or

j > i+k

and

such that f(j) = b for

i < n < i+k.

The Turing machine being converted, which will hereafter be
called

T,

is encoded in the following way. A state

q

of

T

is

encoded as 1 followed by an even number of, and at least two, occurrences of the symbol "011.

other letter in the alphabet

The space
AT

b

is encoded as 1000. Any

is encoded as 1 followed by an odd

number of, and at least five, occurrences of the symbol "0". The
moves

R, L, and P are encoded directly as R, L, and P

respectively. The command stop is encoded as

S.

Let the alphabet
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of

T, AT,

be free of h.

Then

h

is encoded as 10.

The modified tape expression is obtained from the tape expression by placing

is in state

q

at either end of the tape expression, and, if

h

over a particular letter f,

to the left of that

L

inserting the letter

T

q

The encoded modified tape expression is ob-

tained by concatenating the encoded letters of the modified tape ex-

pression in the order given by the modified tape expression. The

initial modified tape expression is a tape expression in which the let-

ter q0 appears before the letter f(n0 ),

and the encoded initial

modified tape expression is obtained from the initial modified tape
expression by concatenating the encoded letters in the order given by
the initial modified tape expression.
A quintuple

qqtMt

of

T,

where M = R, L, or P is

encoded by concatenating the encoded letters in the order given by
the quintuple. The symbol
and

"2"

occurs between the encoded letters

q'.

The format of the input tape of NAG is as follows. The encoded ini-

tial modified tape word appears to the right of the symbol ", ". The encoded letters of AT appear to the right of the encoded initial modified

tape word. In the first encoded letter listed the symbol "9" replaces

the symbol "1". The symbol "*" appears to the right of the encoded letters of AT. The encoded quintuples of T appear to the
right of the symbol "*II Each encoded quintuple, except the last
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quintuple listed, is followed by an occurrence of the symbol "*".
The symbol "A" follows the last quintuple of T.

At the completion of operation by NAG the equivalent Normal

Algorithm will appear on the tape of NAG to the right of the encoded
quintuples. The equivalent Normal Algorithm format is identical to

the format used by NAS. Hence it is possible for NAS to operate on a
tape following operation by NAG.

The initial word of the Normal Algorithm equivalent to

the initial modified tape expression of T.
with a

R

or

Each quintuple of

is

T
T

L move yields a substitution of the following two

types as shown.

qiq'R/'

ilq'bh

qfq'Lf '

hqrbi'

Substitutions of these two types correspond to the Turing machine

T's ability to produce more tape as needed. These two types of substitutions are produced in the A mode of NAG, which will be described subsequently.
Every quintuple of

is of one of the following four types.

T

Each quintuple corresponds to a substitution as shown.
qiq'R.0

qiq'Li'

tql
q'.12 "1',

for all

EAT
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qiq'Pli

q.f

q'i'

qi stop

qi

qi

Substitutions of these four types are converted in the Q mode of
NAG, which will be described subsequently. Note that each quintuple

of type 4 produces as many substitutions as there are letters in AT.
NAG converts the encoded quintuples of

T

into the encoded

substitutions of the Normal Algorithm. Encoded substitutions of
types 1 and 2 are produced first, and encoded substitutions of the
other four types are produced next by NAG. The initial word of the
Normal Algorithm, which is identical to the encoded initial modified

tape expression, appears to the right of the encoded substitutions on
the output tape of NAG.

There are two modes of operation of NAG, the A mode and
the

Q mode. Although NAG employs the A mode first and the

Q mode second, the Q mode will be described first because the
A mode uses many parts of the Q mode, and consequently an
understanding of the Q mode is necessary.
The

Q mode is partitioned into the QL and the QRPS

modes. In the Q mode each encoded quintuple is converted to an
encoded substitution. The conversion is made in the

QL or QRPS

mode depending upon whether the encoded quintuple contains either L
or any of R, P, or

S,

respectively.
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The QL mode consists of states 2-29 inclusively. The format of the tape of NAG is as described previously. The symbol "Q"

appears to the right of the last encoded quintuple, and some encoded

A mode appear to the

substitutions which were converted in the
right of

Q.

NAG begins in state 2 to the left of the encoded quintuples. The
function of state 2 is SR*Q. Upon finding

*

the next state is 3.

The function of state 3 is SL8RLPS. If either R, P, or S

found the next state is 70, a state in the QRPS mode. If
found the next state is 4, a state in the

is

L

is

QL mode. If 8 is found,

indicating that the encoded quintuple has already been converted to a

substitution, the next state is 2. In the Q mode, as will be seen
subsequently, every symbol of an encoded quintuple is converted to 8

after the encoded quintuple has been converted to a substitution.
The function of state 4 is SL*. Upon finding

*

the next state

is 5 with a move right. The 1 found in state 5 is converted to 7, and

the next state is 6. The 7 marks the encoded quintuple being converted. The function of state 6 is SL9. This 9 marks the beginning

of the encoded letter of the encoded alphabet of

T

to be copied.

Upon finding 9 in state 6 the next state is 20 with a place move.

States 20, 21, 22, 23, and 24 are used to copy the encoded letter at the right end of the tape of NAG. The function of state 20 is
SR*01789.

If 9 is found the next state is 21. The function of state 21
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is SR6.

Upon finding 6 the next state is 22 and 6 is converted to 1.

The function of state 22 is SL9.

Upon finding 9 the next state is 20.

If 0 is found in state 20 the next state is 23, and 0 is converted to 8.
The function of state 23 is SR6. The 6 found is converted to 0, and

the next state is 22. If 1 is found in state 20 the next state is 7, and
1 is converted to 9. Hence the marker "9" is placed at the beginning
of the next encoded letter of the encoded alphabet AT.
The function of state 7 is SR7. The 7 which is found in state 7
marks the beginning of the quintuple being converted. Upon finding 7

the next state is 25 with a place move. States 25, 26, 27, 28, and 29
are used to copy symbols. The copying operation is similar to the
one previously described. State 25 is used to find the symbol to be
copied.

States 26, 28, and 29 are used to write 0, 1, and 2 respec-

tively at the right end of the tape. In state 26, 7 is converted to 1.

Thus any occurrences of the symbol "7" in the quintuple being converted are converted to 1. The function of state 27 is SL7. The encoded letters

q

and

are copied. Upon finding 2, which is

located to the right of the encoded letter

f,

in state 25 the next

state is 29, and 2 is converted to 7. The encoded letter q'
copied next. Upon finding L,

encoded letter

qt,

is

which is located to the right of the

in state 25 the next state is 12 with a move

right. The 1 found in state 12 is converted to 7 with a move left.

Thus the beginning of the encoded letter

V

is marked. The
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function of state 12 is SL7. Upon finding 7 the next state is 17 with a
move left. The 7 found in state 17 is converted to 2, and the next

state is 8. States 8,

letter I"
coded state

9,

10, and 11 are used to locate the encoded

in the substitution so that it can be copied next to the enThe function of state 8 is SR6. Upon finding 6 the

q'.

next state is 9, whose function is SL24Q. In state 10, 1 is converted
to 7.

Upon finding any of 2, 4, or

Q

the next state is 11 with a

move right. The 7 found in state 11 is converted to 9 with a place

move, and the next state is 20. The encoded letter

"

is then

copied. Upon finding 7, which marks the right end of the encoded let-

ter

",

in state 20 the next state is 24, and 7 is converted to 1.

Upon finding 6 in state 24 the next state is 27. The encoded letter

12'

is then copied.
Upon finding

*

in state 25, indicating that the quintuple cor-

responding to an encoded letter of the encoded alphabet AT has

been converted, the next state is 13. State 13 is used to write 2 after
the encoded letter

I' in the substitution. Upon finding 6 in state 13

the next state is 14, and 6 is converted to 2. The function of state 14
is SLQA.

Since NAG is in the

Q mode,

Q

is found. The next

state is 15, whose function is SL9Q. In state 15, 8 is converted to 0.
Upon finding 9, which marks the next encoded letter of the encoded
alphabet AT'

the next state is 20. Corresponding to this encoded

letter another quintuple is then converted.
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When the last encoded letter of the encoded alphabet AT has
been copied, the symbol "*"
converted to

tution this

Q.
Q

is converted to

is found in state 20. This symbol is

After the quintuple has been converted to a substi-

is found in state 15. The next state is 18, and

*.

The function of state 18 is SLO.

Q

Recall that 0

and 1 have been converted to 8 and 9 respectively in the encoded
alphabet AT.

In state 18, 8 and 9 are converted to 0 and 1 respec-

tively. Upon finding 0 in state 18 NAG moves right. The 1 found is

converted to 9, and the next state is 2. Thus the marker "9" is
placed at the beginning of the encoded alphabet AT.

The QRPS mode consists of states 70-82, 84-86, and 94100 inclusively and states 88 and 90. As mentioned previously, upon
finding either
function is SL*.

R, P, or S in state 3 the next state is 70, whose
Upon finding

*,

which marks the left end of the

quintuple being converted, the next state is 95. States 94-100 are
used to copy symbols. State 95 is used to determine which symbol is
to be copied. States 94, 96, and 98 are used to place 4, 1, and 0 re-

spectively at the right end of the tape of NAC. State 99 is used to

write 2 at the end of the encoded letter

and state 100 is used to

write 2 at the end of the encoded letter q'

in the substitution.

The encoded word qi

is copied. Upon finding 2 in state 95

the next state is 99, whose function is SR6. The 6 found is converted
to 2, and the next state is 71, whose function is SL7A. Since NAG is
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Q mode the 7 located at the beginning of the encoded letter

in the

is found. The next state is 72, whose function is SRRPS.
If

R

is found in state 72 the next state is 95. The encoded

letter I' is then copied. Upon finding
end of the encoded letter /

I,

which marks the right

in state 95 the next state is 74, whose

function is SLRP. In state 74, 7 is converted to 1. Thus the marker

at the beginning of the encoded letter
R

/

is removed. Upon finding

the next state is 75 whose function is SL1. The 1 found is con-

verted to 7, and the next state is 95. The encoded letter q'
copied. Upon finding

is then

in state 95 the next state is 100, whose

R

function is SR6. The 6 found is converted to 2, and the next state is

76, whose function is SL7. Upon finding 7, which is located in the

quintuple which was just converted, the next state is 2.
If

P

is found in state 72 the next state is 73, whose function

is SL1. The 1 found, which is located at the beginning of the encoded

letter q',

is converted to 7 and the next state is 95. The encoded

word qtV is then copied.
end of the encoded letter

k'

Upon finding

*, which marks the right

in the quintuple, the next state is 74,

whole function is SLRP. In state 74,

P

is found, and the next

state is 100. As described previously, 2 is copied, the converted
quintuple is found, and the next state is 2.
If
and

S

S

is found in state 72 the next state is 86 with a move left,

is converted to 8. Recall that in this case the quintuple is of
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the type "qi stop". The 2 found in state 86 is converted to 4, and

the next state is 85, whose function is SL*Q. In state 85, 7 and 8

are converted to 1 and 0 respectively. Upon finding either
Q

the next state is 95, and the encoded word qi

*

or

is copied. Upon

finding 4, which is located at the right end of the encoded letter I,

in state 95, the next state is 94, and 4 is converted to 2. The function of state 94 is SR6. The 6 found is converted to 4, and the next

state is 76. Thus the terminating substitution has been constructed.
As described previously, the converted quintuple is found and the next

state is 2.
After all of the quintuples have been converted the Q which is
located to the right of the encoded quintuples is found in state 2. The

symbol "3" is then placed to the right of the encoded substitutions.
The next state is 78, whose function is SR6. Upon finding 6 the next

state is 88. If 2 is found in state 88, 2 is converted to 3, and the
next state is 79. If 4 is found in state 88, NAG moves right. The 6
found is converted to 3, and the next state is 79.
Each symbol of the encoded quintuples and encoded alphabet
AT

are converted to 8, and the encoded initial modified tape expres-

sion is copied. The function of state 79 is SLQ. Upon finding

Q

the next state is 80, whose function is SL9. In state 80 every symbol
is converted to 8. Upon finding 9, which marks the first encoded letter of the encoded alphabet AT,

the next state is 81, whose function
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is SL,

.

Upon finding the symbol ", " in state 81 the next state is 95.

The encoded modified initial tape expression is then copied until the

marker "9" is found. Upon finding 9 in state 95 the next state is 82,
and 9 is converted to 8. Every symbol of the encoded modified initial

tape expression is then converted to 8. The function of state 82 is
SL,

In state 82, 7 is converted to 8. The

,

found in state 82 is

also converted to 8, and the next state is 84, whose function is SR 36.
Upon finding 3 in state 84 the next state is 90 with a move right. The

1 found in state 90 is converted to 5, and the next state is 84. Thus

the marker "5" is placed in the desired location. The 6 found in
state 84 is converted to

R

with a place move. Upon finding

R

in state 84 NAG stops.

As mentioned previously, the function of the

A mode is to

convert quintuples of types 1 and 2 into substitutions. The A mode

is partitioned into the AL and AR
mode the symbol

"A"

modes. Recall that in the A

appears to the right of the encoded quintuples.

The AL mode consists of state 1 and states 30-48 inclusively.
NAG begins in state 1 at the left end of the tape whose format has
been previously described. Upon finding either

Or

:

state is 30. The function of state 30 is SR*. Upon finding
next state is 31, whose function is SRRLPS. If either

P

the next
*

or

the
S

is found, the quintuple is not converted in the A mode, and the

next state is 30. If L

is found the next state is 32, whose function
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is SL*. Upon finding

*

the next state is 33 with a move right.

The 1 found in state 33 is converted to 7, which marks the quintuple
being converted. The next state is 34.
b

The encoded letters h and

are then written. The function of state 34 is SR6. Upon finding 6,

35 is the next state. The 6 found in state 35 is converted to 0, and
36 is the next state. The 6 found is converted to 1, and the next

state is 27 in the

QL mode. This 1 is the first symbol of the en-

coded letter q.

The encoded letters

copied as in the

and q' are then

q,

QL mode description. The marker "7" is placed

at the beginning of the encoded letter

In state 8 the symbol

"A"

V

as described previously.

is found, and the next state is 37. The

substitution at this point is of the form hqi

to insert the encoded letter h in front of q',

letter

b

after q'.

q'.

It is necessary
and the encoded

This is accomplished by states 37, 38,

39,

40, 41, 42, and 48. The function of state 37 is SR6. States 37, 38,
39, 40, 41, 42, and 48 are used to write the word 0010001 on the
tape.

Upon finding 6 in state 48 the next state is 43, whose function

is SL2. Upon finding 2 the next state is 44 with a move right.

Upon

finding 0 the next state is 45 with a move right. The 0 found in state

45 is converted to 1, and the next state is 27 in the QL mode. Thus
the encoded letter
b

h

is inserted in front of, and the encoded letter

is inserted after the encoded letter
The encoded letter

q'.

is then copied as described in the QL
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mode description. The symbol "2" is written at the end of the sub-

stitution in state 13, and the next state is 14. Upon finding

A

in

state 14 the next state is 46. The function of state 46 is SL7. Upon
finding 7, which marks the quintuple just converted, the next state is
30 and the process continues.

The AR mode consists of states 50,
clusively, and state 65. If

R

55, 57-63 in-

is found in state 31 the next state is

50, whose function is SL*. Upon finding
the

52, 53,

QR mode. The encoded word qi

*

the next state is 95 in

is then copied as described

previously. Upon finding A in state 99 the next state is 52, whose
function is SR6. The encoded letter h

is then written.

States 52,

53, and 55 are used to write 102 on the tape. Upon finding 6 in state
55 the next state is 57, whose function is SLA. Upon finding A the

next state is 71 in the
copied.

QR mode. The encoded word i'q? is then

Upon finding A in state 100 the next state is 58. The en-

conded word

is then written on the tape. States 58, 59, 60, 61,

bh

62, 63, and 65 are employed to write the word 1000102. Upon finding

6 in state 65 the next state is 46, whose function is SL7. Upon finding 7 the next state is 30.
When all of the quintuples of type 1 or 2 have converted in the

A mode,

A

is converted to

is found in state 30. The next state is 47, and A
Q.

The function of state 47 is SL9. In state 47,

7

and 8 are converted to 1 and 0 respectively. Hence all the substitution
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symbols "7" and "8" are removed. The 9 found is located at the
beginning of the encoded alphabet AT.

Upon finding 9 the next state

is 2, a state in the Q mode.
The Operator program of NAC is given in the next two figures.
NAS Operating on NAC

In this example NAG operates on the Turing machine
whose quintuples are

1 A 2 RA
2 A 2 RA
2 b 3 LA

3A 3 Pb
3 b stop
The input tape of

is

T

...bAAAbAbb,..,

state 1 over the first occurrence of the symbol

stops its tape is

...bAAbAAb...

The machine

T

and

T

"A".

.

is encoded as follows for NAG.
b = 1000
A = 100000
1 = 10000

2 = 1000000
3 = 100000000

starts in

When T
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-
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F FQt60
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Fr8F19Fi71
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;R 627'R
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BRFF
AQtRFFFFLR
R [1_, P St* 17R 61

7

1

R6 ;

iAi*

Figure 3. The operator program of the QL and AL mode
of NAG. For complete description, refer to the
quintuple list in Figure 5,
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Q-

F F S LF F
R

L ,;LF

LFQ F

R61L7;

;

RF

4.
P
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'

RF08F

60L7'

F-ARF A 62'

R

64'

FR LQ L9L
I

LRRRL.RRRRR
60 60 60 61
60 62 A'
61

61

R6 ;

Figure 4. The operator program of the QRPS and
AR mode of NAC.
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(022.7) 0220,7)
(0220) 022.L.81
(02201 (020.80)

(027.0) (027,1-.0)

(02201 (0220,14)

(027.4] (0270-.41

(022.0 (0220,0

(027,7) (025,8,7)

102200 10220.0)

(001..) 10100,11

(00700 007000
(00701 (00700)

(00201 (00200)

(008.0) (008.9,0)

(007,1) (007.9,11

(0080) (00800)
(0080) (0080.7)
008.43 [008000

(0150) (0150,0)
(0150) (020001
(0150) (015.L0)
(01500 (0150,L)
(0150) 0150.0)
1015.0) 0180,41

(0020) (0020.8)
(002.91 (00200)

(008,6) (009.1.0)

(015011 (0150.0)

(008,7) (008097)

(015.5) (0150,S)

(007041 (002018)

[00801 (008004)

(00700 (0070,8)

(008.0 (0080.0

(016.0) (01600)
016,11 (01900)

(022.0) (0220.0)
(022.01 022.L00
(022.5) (0220.0)
(0230) 023,901

(002.71 (0020,81

(0080) (0080.7)

(016.8) (016.1.0)

(023.1) (02304.1)

(0020) 078.9.01
(00701 (007.901
00700 (003,R.o)

(008.01 [008001

(0160) (0160,1)

(008,41 (0370401

(017.7) (008040)

(023,2) (0230.21
(0230) (0230.41

(027,8) (0270,8)
[027,9) (027,L01
[02701 (0270.'7)
027.0 (027.L.1.)
(027,71 0270-01
(027.0l (027.L0)
(027,41 0270.01
(027,.] (0270.00

(00800 [008000

(0180) 0180401

(023.61 0220,0)

(927,81 r027,L.s1

(002.11 (002.11,)l

(008,5) (0080401

(0180) (00200)

(023.71 (02304.7)

(028,0) (029,8,0)

001.01 (003,9,01

(009.0) (009.L0)
(009,1) (0090,7)
(00901 (0100.01
(010.0) (010.1.0)
(010,1) (0100,7)
(010.7) (01100)
(010,4) (01100)

(018.8) (018.1,01

(0230) (023040)
(02304) (02300)
(023.0 (02304.0
(0230) (023040)
02300 0230401
(0230.1 (023000
(02301 (023040)

(0010) (0700.0)
(0030.) (00300)
[0030) (0700,S)

(010,01 (011,9,0)

(01901 (019004)

(0)1.71 (02000)
(012.1) (0120,7)

(004,0) (on4,L,o)
(0040) (004.L.1)

(012.7) (017.L.71

(01900 0190.0
(0)9.P) (0)900]
(0190) 019000

[028.1] (028.8.))
(028,2) (028001
02800 (028.8,41
(02801 (0270.01
[02801 (028,901
(028,8) (028001
(028,0 (028,90.1
(0280) (028001
(0280) (028,80)
(0280) (028.8,4)
(02801 (028,800

(0040) (0040,2)
(00401 (008001
(008,)] (006.L.7)

(012.0 (0120,0
(013.0) (01300)
013.11 (0130,1)

(020.1) (0070191

(00601 r006.L.03

(006,7) (006.L.8)

(0130) (01300)

(020.8) (02000)
(0200) (02100)
020001 00700]
(0210) (021001

(025.77 (026017)

(0060) (0060,2)

(013.21 (01300)
(0130) (013040)
(0130) (0140.0)

(006,9) (0060,81

(013.).) (01304.0

(021.1) 10210111

(025,A) 01319041

(0060) (07000)
(0060) (0060,9)

(0130) (013001
(0130) (011040)

(0210) (0210401

(025...) (013,8,.)

(029.0 (029,8,4)
(029,0) (02900.)

(0060_1 0060..0
(0060) (006.1.0)

(0)301 (013.904)
(013,01 (01300)

(02100 (02100)
02101 (0220,1)

(029.S) (025.8.5)

(029,S) 02900)
(030,0] (03000)

(00600) c0nA,L,.3

101301 (013.901

(021.71 (0210,7)
(0210) (021008)

(0260) (02600)
(02601 (02600)
(02601 (026.8.2)

(030.1) (03009,1)

(006.5) (006,1_,s]

(014,(3) (0140.01

(021.9) (021000

(03002) (030080]

(007.0) 0070400
(00701 [007,9,11

(014,1) (0140,11

(021.0 (0210,0
[07101 021000

(026.41 (02600)
(026,61 0270,1)
(0260) (02604,))

(0070) (007062)
(007,71 (0750.71
(0070) [007,901
(0070) (007.901

(014,4] (0140.00

(021,0) (021000
(0210) (021040)
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Figure 5. The quintuples of NAC.
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Figure 5. (continued)
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It is possible to encode a state as 1 00, although it was not done in
this example.
The information part of the input tape of NAG is 000:1550,10
100001 000001 000001 000001 0001 000001 000001 090001 00000*1 0000100000

21000000R100000*100000010000021000000R1 00000*10000001000210000
0000L1 00000*1 000000001 0000021 000000001P1 000*1000000001 0002SA.

The word ":1550" is used to call NAS, whose number is 155, after
NAG has finished. The word
bol

":"

"000"

appears to he left of the sym-

because when the symbol ":" occurred at the left end of

the information part of the tape TASP would not call NAS after NAG
had finished. Apparently the symbol ":" was being changedby TASP,

but the program functioned as desired when the word "000" was used.
The output of NAG is the encoded substitutions and encoded

initial word hlAAAbAh of the Normal Algorithm corresponding to
T.

This output is shown in Appendix III, and is bounded on the left

by Q and on the right by
bol

176"

R.

As mentioned previously, the sym-

is used as the space of the Turing machines NAS and NAG.

Notice that the encoded alphabet and encoded quintuples of

T

have

been "erased" by converting every symbol to the symbol "8"
NAS then simulates the operation of this Normal Algorithm,
and the output of NAS, shown in Appendix III, is the encoded word
hAA3bAAh,

of the tape of

which is identified with AAbAA,
T

when T

stops.

the information part
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